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To the Inspector General of Emergency Management 

RE: 2019-2020 East Gippsland Fires; Specifically Buchan, Gelantipy and District catchments 

The committee would like to provide feedback on the following key points for your review; 

▪ HAZARD Reduction:  

▪ Ignition Points: All fires were burning for a period of time in State or National Parks Areas. The W-Tree 

fires were the first fires to ignite along with the Six Mile Fire in Mid-November. Due to the increased 

fuel loads of recent years and the increased drought conditions, the fires burned continuously making 

a number of small runs on peak fire days before the most devastating day on the 30th of December. All 

fires came out of State and national parks and burned onto private land. 

▪ Increased Fuel Loads in Forests due to inadequate DELWP and Parks Ranger workforce in State and 

National Parks: 

Across the Snowy River National Park we have one full time park ranger for one of the Victoria’s largest 

and fire prone park areas. In our catchments we have had large fires 4 out of the last 5 fire seasons. 

This is due to the ongoing increases of fuels and inadequate seasonal fire regimes. Not having an 

adequate workforce in these park areas reduces the amount of preparation and planning for future 

burns, reducing the efficiency and area of controlled burns that can be completed.  

 

▪ Controlled Burns: The Six Mile fire is a good example of where previous controlled burns can support 

fire suppression efforts. This fire was able to be held and controlled and eventually contained due to 

the good work that was done on Reformatory Track in the previous years. This is echoed in a number 

of other locations.  

There are however examples of country in our catchment that has burned hot several time in the past 

5 fire seasons due to size and scale of the fire and winds they have been fanned by. We acknowledge 

that reduction burning will not prevent all fires, but it certainly helps to create opportunities for Fire 

Management Agencies to make gains in suppression efforts. The burns are not as hot in the fuel 

reduction zones and we are seeing these spaces recover more quickly. It was also very rare to see a 

fire crown in the areas where there has been good controlled burns and this created less embers, less 

spotting and slower fire movement. 

 

▪ Road Edges and River Banks: The Rivers and Road are the arterioles of our district and lace together 

our community. These spaces had not been properly maintained with fuel reduction practices for in 

many cases decades. The lack of preservation in these spaces meant they acting as “Wicks” with the 

fire travelling quickly and extensively along these arterioles and often flowing onto farms and privately 

owned land and assets such as houses, fences and sheds.  

 



 

▪ Increased Regional Governance in sectors to manage and control hazard reduction burning:  The 

Buchan Gelantipy and Districts wants to see increased efficiency in governance of hazard reduction 

burns. There needs to be changes in the administration processes that create more Autonomy for 

regional fire management branches to plan and carry out the hazard reduction burns, in order to make 

the process more efficient. This may mean the need for increased training and changes to protocols to 

create systems and frameworks that allow for the types of stringent due diligence to be carried out to 

maintain safe practices. There is no substitute for localized expertise and understanding of the fire 

context of a location. This needs to have a greater import placed on it in the frameworks that are 

developed for future management of our bush. There was very heavy build ups of fuel in the Caves 

Reserve and the State Forest area that Reserve backs onto, which the CFA Captain Peter White sought 

to clean up. This space is an area which has been raised as section needing fuel reduction work in the 

previous decades, however these were not done. This added to the intensity and speed at which the 

fire came across the south-west corner of our township, where we lost three houses in our main street. 

Several pieces of infrastructure was lost along the southern corridor.  This contribution is evident when 

viewing the aerial burn footprint.  

 

▪ Fire fighting efforts:  

▪ Fire fighting response: Our community felt the local actions and fire prevention work done in and 

around the town in the weeks before was extensive and fire fighting was conducted efficiently and 

effectively. We were fortunate to have good numbers on the ground of highly competent people who 

executed the plans with upmost effectiveness. The very low loss of life is evidence of this.  The people 

on the ground did the best they could with the materials and assets they had.  

▪ Emergency Advice/ Escape route advice: The emergency advice directing people to evacuate via the 

Buchan-Orbost Road, to Orbost, was not only inappropriate but extremely dangerous. We are very 

lucky people’s lives were not lost here. The fire at Bete-Belong North and Bete-Belong was catastrophic 

and overwhelming.  

Emergency Safe Place: The Buchan recreation Reserve was not a designated sheltering area which we 

believe was due to the facilities having lost that status, despite having been used in this way for every 

previous fire due to our demographic and geography. We acknowledge there are inadequacies in 

infrastructure, however the reality is people will always gather to this space and seek refuge here. On 

the night of the 30th we had Fire Trucks, Semi Trailers and heavy machinery moving around among 

over 150 local and visitors who were sheltering at the recreation ground. Fire trucks were weaving 

around people trying to sleep on the ground as they moved in and out of this space to refill water 

tanks. In the aftermath and mop up the Recreation pavilion supported more than 300 people which 

included more than 150 fire management staff plus people from the community who were both 

sheltering and seeking support as all services were lost for a period of time. The Resources temporarily 

lost were electricity, telecommunications, water, and access in and out of the immediate valley of 

Buchan.  

Buchan is remote with at least a 30 minute commute to go somewhere else. In a situation where there 

is a code red day, that is too far to travel if you have existing fire in the landscape. Each of the routes 

out of Buchan are heavily forested for long stretches. The Buchan Recreation Ground is and has been 

proven to be a Safe place that can be defended even in extreme fire events. This location was our 

sanctuary providing us with a protectable place for the community to shelter and ride out the fire. 

 

This space needs to be prioritized for upgrades for future fire events and properly utilized as the 

safest refuge in our catchment if we are to prevent future loss of life.   

 

▪ Removal of Emergency equipment and infrastructure:  



SES Equipment Buchan: The State Emergency Service removed the emergency equipment from 

Buchan, Bruthen, Mallacoota and other remote emergency units across East Gippsland in the week 

leading up to the fire, despite the Business continuity Plans stating the equipment was to be left at 

Buchan in the case of a large scale fire event. This Business continuity plan was submitted in October 

2019 and accepted, yet ignored in this event. The equipment and resources were taken and parked 

“out of harms way” at Bairnsdale Regional Head Quarters, where they sat unused.  

Our community had need of many of the resources, quite a few of which were purchased with locally 

raised funds, raised by these people who were left without them when they most needed them.  In 

the immediate period after the fires we were cooking 300 meals with head torches. We were using 

private vehicles to support our local services and fire management to ferry meals out to the fire line 

without the requisite safety lights and equipment. We were transporting supplies and equipment for 

local services which were in some cases ferrying requests via phone as people were trapped out of, 

just as we were trapped in, the fire area.   

 

Access to water at Gelantipy: Quick flow pumps were installed at Gelantipy for Community to use to 

fill their fire fighting Apparatus in the week before the fire. When the fire front approached on the 30th 

the pumps were removed meaning the water point that had become relied upon became unusable 

 

Impacts on local people and volunteers: The removal of this equipment created extreme frustration 

and in some cases has contributed to increased stress and trauma for volunteers and loyal towns 

people, who lost a huge amount during this fire including homes, farm infrastructure and livestock. 

This needs to be prevented from happening again and those sights impacted need support and follow 

up as this was totally unnecessary and avoidable.  

  

▪ Immediate after math:  

▪ Road verges need further clearing and cleaning up; The proximity and amount of fuel and dangerous 

trees on roadsides created an entrapment situation for several weeks, as there were so many 

dangerous trees, which needed to be made safe. We can see the effectiveness of having large fire 

breaks and fuel reduction burns by seeing how successfully the fire was able to be held on the Bruthen-

Nowa Nowa section of the Princess highway. 

▪ Fodder; There was still a great deal of challenge getting the fodder in for livestock due to the dangers 

associated with the fire effected roads. 

▪ Facilities: The Buchan Recreation Pavilion and Grounds was a great sanctuary where everyone felt 

safe and were able to be supported and catered for, albeit in a very day to day, moment to moment 

fashion. This place is the gathering place which continues to be where people congregate due to our 

geographic location and the factors impacting people’s capacity to travel out of our valley during 

emergencies. The Recreation Ground was not well enough provisioned or big enough for the needs 

of a community/district our size (Whole catchment gathered here) or to cater to the firefighters and 

emergency staff who were trapped in the town with us. It needs improved power supply (3 phase & 

permanent generator), more undercover space for people who are frail to gather in. There were 

several 40 degree plus days during and after this fire event, where the elderly and infirmed were 

heavily impacted by exposure to the weather smoke and other challenging elements.  The grounds 

and facilities need to be upgraded to meet the needs of our district in emergency situations. 

Improvements should include fixed internet and phone access, better access to water and improved 

cooking facilities, improved heating and cooling facilities, replacement and improvement to the 

pump/irrigator which expired during the extensive use it endured over this fire season. 

 

▪ Phones, Power and Communications: The town lost phone access for in excess of 10 days, and 

further up the valley towards Gelantipy and W-Tree there are spaces where there is still no access to 



phones three months on. Internet access was also lost. Power was also lost for these locations for 

extended periods. 

 

▪ Water Supply: The water supply was lost during the fire fight and the pressure was not adequate for 

people to properly defend their homes. The treatment plant also broke down in the days following 

the fire and the town was completely without water for two days. There are ongoing issues with the 

quality of our water and people are reluctant to drink the water without boiling it and it leaves scum 

in the pot when boiled. Water is an ongoing battle for our community.  

 

State of emergency and managing the recovery:  

▪ Financial support: It took a few weeks for the support to get to those who had lost homes. The initial 

response of the government Agencies was swift and appropriate with feedback from Communities 

being sought and in some cases like this, acted upon, once the teams were here they were effective. 

There is a perception that the large amounts of funds are not yet filtering into our valley. There are 

also some procedural challenges that are prohibitive of our valley receiving some of the funding 

streams. An example of this is that our community did not have a community refuge designated.  

Because the Buchan Recreation Reserve was not designated place for refuge it does not therefore 

attract the same resourcing through our local shire and many of the expenses incurred during the 

response to the fires are currently being scrutinized and in some cases it looks like community 

organizations may be asked to fund some of the expenses. It should be noted that East Gippsland 

Shire is working hard with our community bodies to remediate this as it is widely acknowledged that 

people impacted, in many cases who lost homes, sheltered here for up to 6 weeks, along with 

volunteers who used the facilities also as they supported people as they began rebuilding. 

In closing our Buchan Gelantipy and Districts Bushfire Renewal Committee is happy to provide more specifics 

and detailed feedback should you wish to seek any more detail or clarification. Thankyou for taking the time 

to investigate what has been truly unprecedented in the historical or living records of our valley, with regard 

to fire activity and impact. We look forward to observing and hopefully contributing to your ongoing work. 

Kind Regards, 

 

 

Katie Hodge 
President  
Buchan Gelantipy & District Renewal Association Inc. 
Email: 
 

 




